the Punjab & frontier Hindu Confereti<&
The Punjab and Frontier Hindu Conference opened at Lahore on the 25th.
December 1929. A large number of Hindus were present, including Sir P. C. Ray
Rai Harbilas Sarda, Mr. Rarnanand Chatterjee, Rai Bahadur Lala Ramsarandas!
Mr. Manoharlal, Minister for Education, Bhai Permanand and Dr. Gokulchand
Narang.
Raja Narendranath, Chairman of the Reception Committee, welcoming. the i
delegates, said that the objects of the Provincial Hindu organisations were the satne
as those of the Mahasabha, namely, to promote good feelings between the Hindus
and' other communities and to act in a friendly way with them with a view to
evolving a united and self-governing Indian nation. The Sabha insisted on the
negation of communalism and the charge of narrowness of vision and spirit, whicn
some of their critics brought against them, had no foundation.
Speaking on behalf of the Punjab Hindus, he said : "I would say that their demand
is summed up in a few words. They want the obliteration of all communalism and
the condemnation of it by the Constitution. (Hear. hear). The peculiar feature of
the^ Punjab is that the maintenance of this discriminative policy is demanded and
claimed by the majority community."
Proceeding, Raja Narendranath said : "Separate electorates for the majority
community are not needed as a protective measure. They can'be continued for die
majority community only if class ascendency were regarded as a desirable feature
of our political constitution. The framers of our constitution would be putting the
future generations on the wrong track if they thought of dividing or apportioning
political authority between the different classes inhabiting this country. Hindus ^and
Mahomedans are not the only two classes to be considered. There are the Sikhs,
Depressed Classes, Christians, Domiciled Europeans, Anglo-Indians and Parsis,
In provinces other than the Punjab, there may be other classes of whom I ato
not aware or who have not come into prominence so far. But, if for once the
principle is recognised that political power must be divided between the dasses,
those putting forward claims will be numerous, even if we fix a numerical limit of
population., The Constitution' which provides for a division of political power
between the classes, and which encourages class consciousness will introduce rkrt.
complete responsible Government but anarchy. •
Continuing, Raja Narendranath said, the reservations and special treatment
were sought by the minority community. The Hindu minority in the Punjab wanted
no concessions and no reservations. As however they were confronted by a majority
community too fond of special treatment and reservations it became necessary to
insist that the future constitution should declare the abolition of all reservations and
privileges. (Heajr, hear).
.Concluding, the Chairman said:     The  plea of backwardness and inability tQ,,
carper  on  the   struggle on  equal terms for civic rights cannot be entertained ^—4
, raised fry the majority community which is about to receive  supreme political ]
and claims it.   An untenable and absurd plea like   this   can   only  be  met by *^y
position taken up by the leader of the Hindu Deputation who said that the majon$|
, Community was prepared to wait till the majority community came up its lr^^ **
.Intelligence and education.
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*	Presidential Address
ofcthose who have accepted, in a general way,   the document
arNehra Report, as it represents, in my opinion, the greatest
e&w&ftn the different progressive political parties in the country.
" ^  in the Punjab did not go as far as myself, in acceptimt
attempt at the reconciliation and harmonising of the din
^Af the   same   time  I know that the "
li&tlaii Mohan Malaviva and the late
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b $ie, course of his  presidential address at the Conference Mr. N. C.
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